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Singapore Chinese Opera originated from China. It came along with the 
immigrants when they migrated to Singapore, and has become an important 
traditional art form of the Chinese community. For a long period of time, the 
Singapore Tourist Promotion Board (now known as Singapore Tourism Board) 
used the Lian Pu (facial make-up) of the Chinese opera as a representation of 
Chinese amongst the 4 major racial groups in Singapore, and to distinguish them 
from the Malays, Indians and the Eurasians. 
The significance of Chinese opera in Singapore is, during its developmental 
stage, it provided much more than its original function. It was a part of 
entertainment, culture, arts and even education. It has become a way to reminisce, 
bond, perform charitable acts, exchange business and cultural information for the 
immigrants. The Chinese immigrants depended on the Chinese opera mentally and 
spiritually. This has been especially so after the People's Republic of China is 
formed, as all ties between Singapore and China was cut off. Chinese opera became 
one of the traditional cultural art form, and contributed in the formation of the 
fundamental nature of Chinese in Singapore. As a form of performing arts, its 
entertainment function cannot disregard.  It is in the collective memories of many 
generations of Singaporeans, including non-Chinese. This is especially so before 
the independence of Singapore. Singaporeans aged 30 and above when queried 
about the Chinese opera usually are able to recall the open air stage, the drums, the 
shiny costumes and props. They would also remember audiences who ‘chope’ 
(reserve) their seats in advance, food stalls and happy kids running around. After 
Singapore’s independence, Chinese opera became a part of the cultural origins for 
the Chinese immigrants who have become Singaporeans and the locally born 
Chinese Singaporeans. 
As luck has it, Chinese opera has been around in China for a long time before 
it reached Singapore. By then, it is already an arts form. It was not been by the 
colony government in Singapore, nor been affected by the rise of People’s Republic 















preserve it in its original traditional form in many ways. One thing to note is, in a 
new location, it is inevitable that Chinese opera will somehow be localized. This is 
especially so during the separation from its country of origin, China, from 1949 to 
1980. 
Compared to China, Singapore is but a little red dot on the world map. 
However, despite its small land area of 650 square meters and small population of 4 
million people, Singapore has a variety of Southern China opera forms. Gao Jia Xi 
and Guangdong Han opera has been in Singapore. Currently, the active opera forms 
in Singapore include Teochew, Cantonese, Hokkien, Hainanese and Peking opera. 
The first two sections of this thesis explain the research information of Chinese 
opera and difficulties conducting such researches in Singapore. Section two talks 
about the different stages in the development of opera in Singapore alongside the 
development of Singapore. The Chinese opera in Singapore is made up of many 
different forms of opera. During their developments in Singapore, they faced 
similar but different experiences, with each its own uniqueness. So, when past 
researches incorporated the development of the different opera forms as one, it 
results in the blurring of the uniqueness in the development of each opera form and 
also leads to some misconstrued ideas. The second half of the thesis concentrates on 
the research and analysis of the unique development of each of the opera form at 
their different stages in Singapore. It also clarifies the different development tracks 
of different opera form. 
At present, be it overseas or in China, Chinese opera faces the problem of 
survival, continuation and development. Tang Dynasty Emperor Tai Zhong had said 
“taking history as a mirror, one can understand the rise and fall of a nation.” The 
focus on economic development is the trend of the new century.  In Singapore, the 
focus has been on economic all along. Due to its open door policy, Chinese opera’s 
development in Singapore met its obstacles earlier here. Hopefully, this clearer 
history of development of Chinese opera will encourage people to give a new lease 
of life to a traditional art form, and let it continue to flourish. 
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目前就笔者所查获并看到的新加坡 早期的录像记录，约在 1960 年代，
由艾文博士（Dr Ivan V Polunin） 所拍摄的街戏表演，目前展示在新加坡
国家博物院的电影与戏曲展览厅。新加坡国家档案馆除了艾文博士的录像，
其 早的戏曲录像馆藏是 1980 年的。新加坡国立大学中文系内则有些 1990
年代的戏曲演出记录。其余少量自 1970 年代起的录像，多散落在私人收藏
中。 
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